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1- EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
With funding from the International Fund for Agricultural Development (IFAD) and in partnership with Silatech, Making Cents
International implemented the IFAD Rural Youth Economic Empowerment Program (RYEEP), a three-year grant seeking to increase
employment and self-employment of young people aged 15-35 in the Near East and North Africa (NENA) countries of Egypt, Yemen,
Morocco and Tunisia. The program provided capacity-building and technical assistance to local institutions to pilot models delivering
youth-inclusive nancial services (YFS) and non-nancial services to rural youth and to the enterprises that employ them. By the
program's end, RYEEP pilot projects delivered savings or credit services to 20,543 rural youth and non-financial services to 14,252 rural
youth.
As equally important as these quantitative outputs, was the knowledge generated by the ve pilots. A major focus of the program was
to capture and disseminate this learning to help IFAD and nancial service practitioners develop more effective and scalable
programs for rural youth. The program, which built upon proven and successful methods, advanced learning around ve research
• Adapting and Developing Effective Financial Products for Rural Youth
• Determining the Appropriate Level and Delivery System for Supportive Non-Financial Services
• Using Technology to Lower Costs and Provide Youth with Alternative Forms of Finance
• Linking Products or Institutions to Facilitate Movement from Informal to Formal Structures
• Designing Innovative Approaches for Scaling Products in Rural Environments
Through RYEEP, Morocco's Al Barid Bank (Al Barid or ABB) deepened rural outreach for its youth savings product, Tawr al Ghad or
“Savings for Tomorrow”, which it had launched nationally with Silatech support in June 2014, through increased promotion and the
use of mobile branches. ABB also began to link its rural Tawr al Ghad (abbreviated TAG in this report) account holders interested in
self-employment to microcredit services through introductions to micronance institutions (MFIs). In addition to the provision of
nancial services, ABB used market research to develop customized nancial literacy training and outreach models to reach rural
youth.
Learning from the program was generated across the research topics. Below are some highlights:
Ÿ Convenience and low fees drive adoption among price-sensitive rural youth – For lower-income and more remotely located rural
youth, the fee structure and accessibility of the product are critical elements in facilitating its use.
Ÿ Marketing should be specific to rural youth client segments – Rural youth are a distinct market segment, and marketing campaigns
should be adjusted for their needs and attitudes to increase uptake.
Ÿ Less may be more when it comes to non-financial services for rural youth – ABB's targeted, short nancial education campaign was
effective in increasing knowledge and changing behavior, indicating that longer training sessions, common among many nongovernmental organizations (NGOs), may not be necessary.
Ÿ Linkages between institutions in rural areas are difficult to develop in practice, even when incentives and goals are aligned – While
ABB tried to link its TAG clients to microcredit, little progress was made, suggesting that additional incentives or vertically
integrated programs may be necessary to build such linkages.
Ÿ Success requires the right mix of product, proximity, and education – ABB's pilot indicated that three key elements to successfully
serve youth include the right product in an accessible location and backed by education that can spur demand. Further expansion of
TAG into rural areas will require investments in all three of these areas.
This report is one of six learning products developed under the RYEEP grant. It introduces the learning agenda of the overall program
and focuses on what has been learned during the pilot project in Morocco. Findings have been incorporated into the overall learning
product (”Findings From Five Youth-Inclusive Rural Finance Pilots”), which summarizes learning from the ve pilots and suggests
ways to most effectively advance rural youth nancial inclusion in the NENA region.
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2- THE RURAL YOUTH ECONOMIC EMPOWERMENT PROGRAM LEARNING AGENDA
2.1 The Challenge of Serving Rural Youth
Rural youth in developing countries make up a very large and vulnerable group. Globally, three quarters of the poor live in rural areas,
and about half of this population is composed of young people, generally dened as between the ages of 18-301. This young and
growing population is confronted with a number of challenges to building sustainable livelihoods. The quality of education in rural
areas is worse than in urban areas and does not prepare youth adequately for existing livelihood opportunities. The lack of basic
infrastructure such as electricity and water supply limits livelihood options and burdens youth with responsibilities that can reduce
training and educational opportunities. While agriculture is for many the most viable livelihood option, growing populations, the
ongoing subdivision of land, and soil degradation mean that youth often lack access to or control of sufcient land for farming, thus
preventing or inhibiting their pursuit of this opportunity. Finally, for girls in particular, more traditional cultural stereotypes in many
societies reduce livelihood options to those within the household.
Nonetheless, rural youth are economically active and options exist for improving their livelihoods. In contrast to urban areas, the
problem for youth in rural areas is not one of unemployment, but underemployment. Youth are active in a variety of farm and non-farm
activities and for those who cannot pursue farming directly, the rural non-farm sector can serve as the “ladder” from
underemployment in low-productivity, smallholder production, to regular wage employment in the local economy, and from there to
jobs in the formal sector.2 In this context, the challenge for those interested in rural youth development is to develop the right mix of
cost-effective and appropriate financial and non-financial services that increase youth capacity and access to the resources that they
can use to invest in farm or non-farm opportunities.

2.2 RYEEP Pilot Projects
The ve RYEEP pilot projects are designed to address many of these challenges and to test different nancial and non-nancial
service delivery models for rural youth. Pilots are implemented by local partners, including commercial banks, micronance banks,
local community development organizations, and for-prot companies, and supported technically by Making Cents International
and Silatech.
Figure 1: IFAD RYEEP: Four Countries, Five Models

COUNTRY

LOCAL PARTNER
(Institutional type)

FINANCIAL INSTRUMENT

NON-FINANCIAL INSTRUMENT

EGYPT

Plan Egypt (NGO)

Savings & Credit Groups

Entrepreneurship and life skills training offered
through Savings Groups

YEMEN

Al Amal Bank
(Micronance Bank)

Enterprise Lending (for
existing businesses)

Financial literacy, entrepreneurship and technical
training offered by NGO partners

MOROCCO

Al Barid Bank
(Postal Bank)

Individual Savings Product

Financial literacy training offered through mass
media and face-to-face training

TUNISIA

Microcred
(Micronance Company)

Enterprise Lending (for
start-up businesses

Entrepreneurship and business management
training offered by NGO partners

TUNISIA

Pro-Invest
(Private Company)

Value Chain Finance
(Trade Credit)

Value Chain Development, entrepreneurship and
nancial literacy offered through SMS

Case studies for each of these pilots have been developed and the overall learning has been encapsulated in a single report
entitled “Findings from Five Rural Youth Inclusive Pilot Projects”. Those documents can be found on the IFAD website and Youth
Economic Opportunities learning platform.
1

Bennell, Paul. Investing in the Future: Creating Opportunities for Young Rural People. Publication. IFAD, Dec. 2010, pg. 1.
Bennell, Investing in the Future, pg. 6.
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2.3 RYEEP Learning Topics
Pilot project implementation under RYEEP has been designed to build on the body of knowledge developed by youth nancial service
practitioners and IFAD. In addition, Making Cents, IFAD and Silatech have decided to focus knowledge management efforts on ve
learning topics of interest specically to those serving rural youth.
Learning Topic 1: Adapting and Developing Effective Financial Products for Rural Youth
Inspiration for effectively serving rural youth can be found in successful rural nance models for adults or youth-inclusive nancial
service programs in urban areas. What are the key aspects of these products that need to be adapted for successful rural
environment delivery?
Learning Topic 2: Determining the Appropriate Level and Delivery Systems for Supportive Non-Financial Services
Rural youth tend to be more poorly educated, have fewer livelihood opportunities, and are harder to reach. What nancial capability
or livelihood development services should be provided in rural areas, who should deliver them – nancial institutions, NGOs or the
government - and how?
Learning Topic 3: Using Technology to Lower Costs and Provide Youth with Alternative Forms of Finance
Making the business case for providing nancial services to rural youth is especially difcult considering youth's general tendency to
save less and demand lower loan sizes, combined with the low population density and poor infrastructure in rural areas. How can
technology lower the cost of nancial service delivery to youth, whether through nancial institutions or value chain actors?
Learning Topic 4: Linking Products or Institutions to Facilitate Movement from Informal to Formal Structures
Youth capacity to use nancial services develops over time as they grow in experience and knowledge. While informal nancial
services such as savings groups may be appropriate for youth starting out, how can these services be linked to formal nancial
institutions to provide youth with the greater variety and sophistication of formal nancial services? Similarly, many youth begin
informal income-generating activities as their rst foray into business; how can nancial or non-nancial products encourage
business growth and graduation from informal to formal enterprise management?
Learning Topic 5: Designing Innovative Approaches for Scaling Products in Rural Environments
Successful pilot projects can be scaled through the government – by policy changes or adoption of services by government agencies,
the market – by private sector companies or entrepreneurs seeing value in services and offering them on a for-prot basis, or culture
– when public awareness campaigns and behavior change strategies become adopted by communities and new practices are
propagated. Which scaling-up pathways are appropriate for successful elements of RYEEP pilots and what strategies can be
followed for expansion?3|4

3

Muthoo, Ashwani, David Francis, and Oanh Nguyen. IFAD's Capacity to Promote Innovation and Scaling Up: Corporate-level Evaluation. Rep. no. 2240. IFAD, June 2010. Web.
Cooley, Larry and Kohl, Richard. Scaling Up -- From Vision to Large-scale Change; A Management Framework for Practitioners. MSI and the MacArthur Foundation. March 2006
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3- CASE STUDY: “Savings for Tomorrow” in
Morocco
3.1 Project Summary
The goal of the ABB “Savings for Tomorrow” Rural Outreach program was to increase
Moroccan rural youth's access to nancial services that can help them manage their
assets and invest in education or livelihoods. ABB was already a leader in promoting
savings to adults and youth nationally, and its new Tawr Al Ghad (TAG) youth-inclusive
savings product, originally developed with the help of Silatech, promised to signicantly
expand outreach to youth. Nonetheless, ABB has had difculty serving rural youth; only
20 percent of its clientele is under the age of 30, whereas this cohort makes up 45
percent of Morocco's working-age population. Under the RYEEP Program, ABB planned
to expand outreach by promoting TAG to rural youth through new mechanisms, including
mobile bank branches, supplementing the product with non-nancial services, and
testing linkages to micronance credit. Activities were divided between two objectives:
Objective 1: Build the capacity of ABB to develop and deliver youthinclusive nancial services to 5,000 youth in remote rural Morocco and
build linkages with microcredit institutions to link 250 of these youth to
enterprise loans.
Objective 2: Build the capacity of ABB and its partners to provide youthinclusive non-nancial services to 5,000 rural youth.
During the two-year implementation of the program, ABB launched TAG nationally,
tested the mobile bank branches, studied uptake among rural populations, offered
supplemental non-nancial services, and began to link TAG clients to micronance. By
project end, ABB had succeeding in opening TAG accounts with 6,277 rural youth,
providing 2,906 rural youth with nancial education training, reaching over 88,000
youth with nancial education delivered through radio and Internet, and linking 474
youth to microcredit services. The RYEEP project contributed to these results by
supporting market research on rural youth needs and product uptake, nancing the
purchase of equipment for mobile branches, and supporting the delivery of nancial
education training.

ABB: At a Glance
Geographic area:
Morocco - nationwide, with a
focus on rural areas
Local partners:
Sigma Tools, l’Association
Réseau Espace Civil
Financial services:
TAG savings account, links to
microcredit lending products
Non-Financial Service:
Financial education training and
information dissemination
Target beneficiaries:
Rural youth ages 18 to 25
Impact:
6,277 rural youth opened TAG
accounts, 2,906 trained, over
88,000 engaged through other
media, 474 linked to
microcredit
Duration:
20 May, 2014 - 19 February, 2016
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3.2 Target Beneficiaries
Youth in the transitional stage between the ages of 15 and 25 are a large cohort in Morocco, comprising almost 20 percent of the
overall Moroccan population, with almost 43 percent living in rural areas. This population has traditionally been underbanked, with
5
only 28 percent having an account at a formal nancial institution and many fewer actually saving there. Nonetheless, rural youth
do save; an ABB phone survey indicated that 44 percent of rural youth who opened a TAG savings account had already been saving mainly informally - compared to only 36 percent in urban areas. The purpose of these savings differed. Rural youth saved primarily to
invest in livelihoods and cope with emergencies, while urban youth saved mainly for education and unexpected expenses. Compared
to their urban counterparts, rural youth were also characterized by lower levels of education, a higher likelihood of being
economically active,6 and a greater propensity to be married.7 Education levels of both youth and their parents are particularly
important when it comes to nancial inclusion, as ABB has learned that those who are more highly educated and with parents who
are educated are more likely to open savings accounts.
For young women, their livelihoods in rural areas are constrained by traditions that restrict movement and the type of businesses
deemed suitable for them. Nonetheless, rural young women contribute signicantly to household income and are particularly
involved in activities such as livestock-raising, textiles/weaving, and traditional food production. In the pilot, ABB did not set a
minimum target for female involvement but hoped to reach women through some of its alternative product delivery means, such as
mobile branches, which could reduce the impact of women's mobility issues.

3.3 Partners
As one of the largest nancial institutions in the region, ABB has opened more than 3.5 million savings accounts, operates 1,800
branches, and employs 4,000+ customer-facing staff. Its mandate has resulted in a strong rural presence and a focus on
nancially disadvantaged clients. Nearly 64 percent of its branches are in rural areas, and 72 percent of its clients have accounts
with balances of less than MAD 500 (USD 62). While ABB developed the nancial education information campaign through the
Internet and radio, which was used as part of the pilot, it engaged Sigma Tools, a local consulting company, and l'Association Réseau
Espace Civil, a social services NGO, to lead the nancial education training component.

3.4 Financial Services Offered
TAG has been tailored to meet the specic needs of young savers based on extensive market research conducted in 2012 with urban
and peri-urban youth. The product has a number of special features designed to encourage uptake among youth, including a low
minimum balance, a free debit card, no fees, and a lottery scheme that rewards active savers. Initial testing of this product
nationally indicated that it was youth-appropriate and that the challenges facing TAG adoption in rural areas centered on promotion
and access rather than on the product's core features. Accordingly, through RYEEP, efforts were made to bring the product closer to
rural youth through mobile branches and to increase promotion through nancial education efforts. Finally, recognizing that rural
youth are more economically active than urban youth, ABB sought to link TAG clients to local microcredit providers by including these
providers in nancial education training sessions and starting to develop mechanisms allowing TAG clients to repay their MFI loans
through their ABB accounts.

5
6
7

Global Findex
TAG clients phone survey conducted by ABB in June 2015
Data extracted from ABB TAG clients data base, August 2015
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Below is a summary of the nancial services offered.

Figure 2: Financial Services Provided by Al Barid Bank

FEATURES

YOUTH SAVINGS PRODUCT

Product

Tawr al Ghad savings account

MFI linkage products*
Individual loans

Purpose

Build assets for education, consumption, and
livelihoods

Lending for enterprise development

Amount

MAD 50 (USD 5) minimum balance

Average loan MAD 1,042 (ranging from USD 190 to USD
3,797)

Duration

Savings available on demand

Average 15 months (ranging from 8 to 48 months)

Interest rate

Variable, based on bank deposit market rates

Ranging from 17 to 30 percent, depending on the fees
associated with the loan

Delivery vehicle The savings account is linked to a debit card to
encourage uptake, enabling easy access to account
balances and simple withdrawals

MFIs deliver the loan, and repayments are made through
ABB accounts

Collateral

N/A

Various, but often include a minimum amount of business
experience, pledged collateral, or salaried guarantors

Other

Savings deposits are incentivized through a lottery
system (account holders are eligible if they make a
MAD 50 deposit during the month).

Loan disbursement may also be conditional on youth
receiving entrepreneurship or other forms of training.

*NB: based on the terms offered by representative MFIs collaborating with ABB
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3.5 Non-financial Services Offered
In addition to the provision of nancial services, ABB delivered nancial education training to rural youth through direct training,
mobile branches, radio, and its website. The training was developed specically for rural youth, while the information disseminated
through the video clips, website, radio, and mobile branches was developed for youth in general. A summary of the different types of
nancial education offered is included below.
Figure 3: Non-financial Services Offered by Al Barid Bank

Training

Information Sessions

Videos/Website

Radio

Type

Classroom training

Open-air savings
2 minute videos and website Financial education through
awareness sessions held at information on products and on-air discussion with
markets or in village
nancial education topics
experts and callers
centers

Delivery Vehicle

Sigma Tools (consulting
company) and local NGO
(l'Association Réseau
Espace Civil)

Sigma Tools

Purpose

Increase nancial
Increase knowledge of
knowledge of youth and
nancial products and
encourage account opening partners

Raise awareness of
nancial tools and
importance of saving

Increase nancial
knowledge

Topics

Banking services
Saving and budgeting

Banking services
Saving and budgeting
Credit options

Saving tips
Budgeting tips
Financial products

Budgeting
Savings
Financial products

Audience

2,000 rural youth

906 rural youth

At least 88,000 rural
youth*

300,000 adults and youth
(42 percent rural)

Approach

Lecture, activities, and
excercises

Lecture, activities and
videos

Engaging content and
youth-approriate

Expert discussions and
real-life examples

Duration

4 hours

2-3 hours

< 5 minutes

1 hour, 20 minutes

Website and LCD screens in 4 national radio stations
mobile branches

*10 percent of the estimated 881,000 page views recorded for the TAG campaign
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3.6 Project Results Summary
By the end of the project, ABB extended the national launch of TAG into rural areas by using mobile branches to service areas without
ABB branches, conducting additional nancial education training sessions for rural youth, and organizing awareness-raising events
at local markets and other gathering places. Through these efforts, 6,277 rural youth (37 percent female) opened TAG accounts and
deposited USD 2,355,350 (average USD 375). Rural savers reached through TAG were distinct from their urban counterparts in a few
ways. Rural TAG clients were better educated than average rural youth indicating that education is correlated with willingness to
engage in the formal nancial system, either due to greater level of nancial literacy, greater income, or both (see gures 4 and 5).
The proportion of male clients was higher in rural areas, reecting women's traditional roles and their propensity to save at home or
use traditional savings mechanisms, rather than depositing funds at a bank. Finally, rural TAG clients were more economically active
than their urban counterparts, with 60 percent either employed or self-employed, whereas nearly half of urban TAG clients are
students.

Figure 4: Education Levels among Moroccan Youth

Figure 5: Education Levels among TAG Youth

Level of education of TAG youth clients
(18-25 years old)

Level of education of youth (15-24 years old)
in Morocco in %
90%

78%

80%

85%
80%

70%

70%

60%

60%

50%

50%

40%

40%

30%
20%
10%
0%

RURAL

20%
10%

4%
uneducated

1%
levels under the
high school diploma

higher education

URBAN

8

Source : HCP , “Youth in figures”, August 2012

70%
51%

30%

48%
25%

20%
10%
0%

4% 1%
uneducated

levels under the
high school diploma

higher education

RURAL
URBAN

Source : ABB's training evaluation report of Oriental region

The nancial education training and awareness sessions reached 2,906 rural youth and demonstrated strong changes in knowledge
and behavior. Ninety percent of surveyed participants declared that, after the training, they were able to better manage their budget,
two-thirds reported that they started saving, and 20 percent of the surveyed participants who previously had no bank account
opened one following the training. Finally, radio and Internet interventions disseminated a variety of nancial education messages to
at least another 88,000 rural youth. ABB was satised with these initial gures but is further rening its messaging and outreach
mechanisms based on these early results to increase its rural youth client base.

8

Higher Planning Commission in Morocco, an independent Moroccan government statistical institution
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4- Case Study Learning
During implementation of the project, Making Cents, Silatech, and ABB gained knowledge in many of the areas covered by the RYEEP
Learning Agenda. The section below describes learning over the life of the project.

4.1 Adapting and Developing Effective Financial Products for Rural Youth
To analyze the learning related to TAG, the product features and how they translated to serving rural youth have been categorized
using the 9P Financial Product Development Tool. The 9P tool is a framework developed by Making Cents to help nancial service
providers (FSPs) conduct research and develop appropriate products for youth. Six of the nine “P” categories are relevant to ABB's
TAG savings product.
Figure 6: 9P Financial Product Development Tool

1

Product: The terms and conditions of the loan or savings product. (the loan tenor, repayment
frequency, application documentation, collateral requirements)

2

Price: The cost of the product to the end user, set at a level to cover FSP costs (includes interest
rate, fees, penalties, transaction costs, etc.)

3

People: The management and training of the full range of people involved in delivering the product
(human resources; hiring, training, performance monitoring etc.)

4

Promotion: How the product is presented to the client (marketing, advertising, public relations,
including formats and delivery channels)

5

Positioning: Competitive advantage or niche in relation to other products/institutions as perceived
by the target customer

6

Place: The product distribution and delivery channels (branches, outreach workers or eld agents,
ATMs, mobile units, phones)

7

Physical evidence: The paper or digital requirements for usage (passbook, promissory note, etc.)

8

Process: How the product is delivered (systems, manuals, operating procedures, forms, queues,
turnaround time)

9

Preparation: Design of non-nancial service package to enable the client to use the product most
effectively (e.g. nancial literacy, business training; links to other resources)

Product
Convenience can drive adoption among rural youth who live far from bank branches.
The TAG product replaced the traditional savings account (the famous “blue book”) offered by ABB and offered a number of
convenient features that were particularly appealing for rural youth. In particular, the free debit card that came with the account
enabled rural youth to avoid long queues at branches, make withdrawals 24 hours a day, seven days a week, and allowed their
friends or family to withdraw money with their card when they couldn't visit the branch. This convenience was particularly important
for rural youth who lived far from a rural center and thus could not visit the branch frequently or during ofce hours.

“A TAG card is more convenient than the savings book. It allowed me to avoid the queues within the
agencies when I want to deposit or withdraw my money. It is also more discreet,” said a TAG youth client.
Making Cents International - RYEEP |13

Price
Low fees and balance requirements are an important feature for price-sensitive rural youth.
Rural TAG holders reported that the low minimum balance (USD 5) and lack of fees were the
most attractive features of the savings account. Urban youth also reported that the lack of
fees was a crucial element, but they were not as concerned as rural youth about the minimum
balance feature. This difference may be linked to poverty levels in rural areas, as “insufcient
resources” were the main reason why participants of the nancial education trainings
reported they had not opened a TAG account. Rural TAG clients were more educated (and
presumably better off) than the norm, supporting the idea that poverty limited TAG
participation in rural areas to a degree. In response, ABB should consider reducing the
minimum balance and further increasing access so as to make the barriers to saving even
lower.

“I went with a friend to an ABB agency and the
cashier told me about TAG and convinced me to
subscribe to it. I did it immediately because they
only needed a copy of my ID card and USD 5,”
said Youness, 21 years old, Boulaouane.
“There are a lot of youth who come to the agency
just to send mails to colleges and schools for those
who are studying, or to companies for those who
are looking for a job. We seize this opportunity to
talk to them about TAG and encourage them to
subscribe to it,” said Meryem, bank teller, ABB.

“Suffice it to say that the card is
free and there is no fee for youth to
be interested to subscribe to TAG,”
said Meryem, a bank teller, ABB, Ait
Amira.

People
Trained and motivated staff can be successful promoters of new products to
rural youth.
While true in many contexts, part of ABB's success in launching TAG was its
staff. ABB branch staff are recruited from the region where they work and are
able to communicate effectively with young potential clients in the local
dialect, using local examples. In addition, they were motivated to promote
TAG because it moved clients from the teller window to the ATMs, thus
reducing lines in the branch. ABB also conducted youth-specic training for
staff, which supported its outreach efforts.

Promotion
Marketing should be specific to rural youth client segments.
The TAG marketing campaign was a sophisticated national
campaign that incorporated TV spots, an interactive website,
video clips, and radio. However, most of these “new media”
options fell at for rural youth; in contrast, word of mouth from
current clients and direct marketing by ABB staff at the branch
were most successful. The success of more traditional
marketing is linked to the conditions of rural youth who have
limited access to Internet and report that they place more value
on the opinion of friends/relatives than they do on mass media
they consume. Going forth, ABB will consider these differences
more closely in its marketing, using its position as an important
multi-service center in rural areas to conduct direct marketing
more intensively.

Figure 7: Effectiveness of TAG Promotional Methods for
Urban, Rural Youth
1%
2%

University

54%
50%

Agency’s Staff
TV
Radio
Agency’s display
(flyers)

2%
1%
1%
1%

6%

4%
3%

Street signs
Internet

2%

7%
28%

Word of mouth
Others

37%

1%
2%

0%

10%

20%

30%
URBAN

40%
RURAL

How did you hear about TAG?
9

All client and staff quotes were collected during an internal TAG study conducted in December 2015 by consultant Khadija Saoudi.
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50%

60%

Positioning
The product image needs to be carefully considered to appeal to rural youth.
Similar to attracting urban youth, positioning products for rural youth requires that
FSPs identify the key product attributes that are important for rural youth and
develop their communications to reect how their product responds to that group.
On the national level, ABB successfully developed a campaign for youth – using an
attractive design, featuring youth-relevant issues in videos, and highlighting newer
technology options (mobile application, ATM card) that appeal to youth. However,
rural youth did not relate to the campaign, as the youth depicted were usually
Print Materials for TAG were attractive to Youth
middle-class students interacting in urban settings, rather than more enterprising
rural youth. Rural youth also did not regularly use mobile apps or the Internet, making those aspects of the campaign largely
irrelevant. Instead, ABB's reputation as a “trusted institution”, a feature that was not emphasized in the campaign, was in fact more
important for rural youth who are more suspicious of marketing and outsiders. These differences show that positioning specically for
rural youth may be necessary for deeper outreach.

Place /Delivery
Proximity is a key factor in attracting rural youth.
While TAG features were appealing to youth, the central position of ABB in rural
communities was at least as important. ABB, the national postal bank with 1,800
branches nationally and a long-standing presence in rural communities, offered youth
a close, familiar, and trusted source of services. ABB's mobile branch The effectiveness
of mobile branches to service rural youth remains to be proven.
Recognizing that some isolated rural communities could not be served from existing,
permanent branches, ABB experimented with ten mobile branches equipped with
branch teller stations, an ATM, and LCD screens for marketing and nancial literacy
promotion. While rural populations welcomed the visits, they initially did not trust that
these branches would keep coming back, even though mobile branches followed a
regular schedule. As a result, the number of accounts opened through the branches has
so far been low, and mobile branches have been more effective as marketing channels
than as tools to sign up and serve new clients.

“The mobile agency is a good initiative from ABB. It
brings the bank to rural youth and helps also to 'break
the ice' between the bank and the youth. The mobile
agency is different from the traditional agency – the
latter is more intimidating,” said Hanane, 20 years old,
Agadir.

ABB’s Mobile Branch

“Youth tell us that if they open an account with the ABB
mobile branch today, they will be afraid that the branch
will disappear the next day or cease to come to their
village, in which case they will be forced to look for or
move to the nearest village where there is a real bank
branch. For these young people, if there are no 'walls',
it's not a real bank branch,” said Mohamed, manager of
a Mobile Bank, ABB, Fes.
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4.2 Determining Appropriate Level of and Delivery Methods for Supportive Non-Financial Services
ABB found that nancial literacy among rural youth was very weak. In response, ABB offered four-hour, in-class training sessions on
nancial education, as well as slightly shorter awareness sessions organized in public places. The goal was to improve basic
nancial literacy and promote TAG.
Figure 8: Financial Literacy Among Rural Youth
The percentage of rural youth that has little knowledge of…
Importance of and ways to save
26-30

Budgeting and its importance

22-25
18-21

Different uses of a bank card
Difference between checking
account and savings account
0%

50%
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Similar to the rst topic, learning in this area was robust. The 11 S's of Curriculum Design and Training Delivery Systems Framework
was used to organize ndings. The 11S tool was developed by Making Cents to guide the development of curriculum and training
systems for adults and youth. ABB's TAG training services yielded learning in seven of the 11 “S” categories.
Figure 9: 11S’s of Curriculum Design and Training Delivery Systems Framework

1

Student: Prole of learners, literacy levels, and learning preferences

2

Setting: Conditions, timing, and pacing of delivery

3

Scale: Content and time to deliver

4

Sequence: Other curricular content before or after this training

5

Scope: Knowledge, Skills, and Attitudes contained in curriculum

6

Style: Learning/teaching methodology

7

Skill-set: Skills needed to deliver, supervise, and coordinate the rollout of training program

8

Sale: Degree to which the organization, marketing, funding, and delivering can be cost
recovered

9

Supplies: Supporting materials (training guides, Training of Trainers guides, participant
takeaways, facilitation materials, equipment/ technology, monitoring and evaluation tools)

10

Systems: Delivery system, monitoring, and capacity building

11

Success: Assessment of the reach, depth, and quality of outcomes and impacts
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“When the trainer explained
budgeting, savings, or the bank's
products, I did not understand much,
but once she gave us examples, it
became very clear. The examples she
gave are in our daily lives, and we
frequently see them around us,” said
Maria, 27 years old.

Setting
To be accessible to rural youth, non-financial services should be delivered: (i) locally;
(ii) in safe places; and (iii) taking into account time constraints.
ABB found that providing training in the local dialect, for a short period, and in
trusted places was important to delivery success. Trainings were conducted at local
NGO ofces or in markets that were familiar to young people, with instructors who
spoke the local dialect, and at times convenient for local youth (e.g. on the afternoon
of a market day when youth gather in the rural center). This approach created a safe
learning environment for participants.

Scale
Less may be more when it comes to non-financial services for rural youth.
ABB's relatively short three to four-hour training sessions on nancial literacy resulted in signicant improvements in knowledge.
Ninety percent of surveyed participants declared that, after the training, they were able to better manage their budget, and twothirds declared they started saving. The training also resulted in changes in behavior, with 20 percent of the surveyed participants
who had no prior banking history having opened an account following the training. These results indicate that more targeted training,
in combination with access to an appropriate savings product, can be an effective approach for rural youth with time constraints and
low education levels.

Sequence
Financial literacy training is most useful when it can be applied immediately.
ABB found that its large variety of accessible products (including TAG) encouraged uptake after the “nudge” of nancial literacy
training. In a telephone survey conducted after the training, 50 percent of participants who already had a bank account before the
training reported that they added funds to their bank accounts after the training, and 20 percent of those who did not have an account
opened one after the training.

Scope
“Young people in rural areas have a
lower level of education than in urban
areas, so we need to talk and explain
in local dialect and introduce the
'banking terms' in a simplified
manner. They also need to feel
understood and know that their
opinions are taken into account,
otherwise they will not participate,”
said Youssef, Espace Civil, trainer.
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To be accessible to marginalized rural youth, financial education should cover basic
concepts and incorporate practical examples relevant to rural youth.
ABB had contracted local consultancy Sigma Tools to develop the nancial literacy
training for rural youth. Sigma Tools initially thought that only a few minor adjustments
would need to be made to an existing curriculum. After surveying rural youth, however,
the company realized that the lack of exposure to nancial products and the increased
focus on entrepreneurial activities among rural youth required greater levels of
adaptation. For example, many of the rural youth attending had little basic nancial
knowledge and had never seen a checkbook, resulting in more time devoted to
describing the basic differences between nancial products before dealing with how
they might be used or how one would choose between competing products.

Style
Further exploration is needed to assess how technology can best be used in
delivering non-financial services to rural youth.
ABB developed a series of videos available on the Internet (Facebook, the TAG
website and YouTube) and at branches. These videos, which involve a cast of
several young characters interacting around nancial issues in their daily
lives, have been popular in urban areas, but their reach has been very limited
in rural zones. Most of the rural youth and eld staff interviewed were not
aware of these videos due to limited Internet access. Even if they had seen
them, they didn't believe that the videos were effective since they featured
middle-class young people in urban areas. ABB also sponsored a nancial
literacy radio show that reached over 300,000 listeners, had strong rural
outreach, and was one of the top four shows nationally at the time.
Nonetheless, rural youth uptake of the ABB TAG product was generally no
better than that of savings accounts for adults.

“The videos should not be limited to one social
block. We need to add, in those video, people that
reflect the rural world and the conditions we live
in. We can imagine, for example, young people
chatting at a bus stop or young people in a house
that looks like ours. I think it would match us
more, " said a youth participant at a training
session.
“The environment in which these young people
live is very different from where we live. We can
see that they are wealthy from the places where
the videos are shot (apartment, game room, coffee
shop). Their parents give them, surely, important
pocket money," said a youth participant at a
training session.

Skill set
Though a higher-cost solution relative to other options, outsourcing training
appears the most effective means for delivering non-financial services.
ABB originally intended for line branch staff to provide part of the nancial
literacy education. However, management quickly realized that its branch staff
did not have the time or skills to mobilize or provide the training and thus
reduced staff's role to focus on promotion. ABB proceeded with outsourcing the
training to strong training companies and NGOs, and recorded good results
with knowledge and behavior change. Nonetheless, there is a role for branch
staff in training. The most appreciated nancial education sessions were those
attended by ABB staff, as it gave youth the opportunity to ask questions directly
to bankers who could give detailed answers or clear up misconceptions. Going
forth, ABB will consider including staff more often in future trainings.

Figure 10: Results of ABB's financial literacy training
Do you know the difference between
checking account and savings account
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Success
Although the provision of non-financial services resulted in improved financial
literacy, the link between training and the penetration of financial services was
still relatively low.
ABB experienced strong results with its nancial literacy programs,
signicantly increasing the understanding of key concepts among participants
and recording behavior change as well. Nonetheless, conversion of the
increase in knowledge to account openings was still modest (20 percent).
Analysis indicates that one reason may be that ABB did not offer participants
the opportunity to open accounts immediately following the training and thus
lost a key opportunity to help youth act on their improved knowledge. ABB is
considering having branch staff available to immediately open accounts, along
with other changes to increase this conversion rate, though they also have to
weigh potential negative effects, such as the nancial education being
perceived purely as promotion rather than an opportunity to learn.

very good
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Figure 11: Results of ABB's financial literacy training,
Continued
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Source : ABB's training evaluation report of Oriental region
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4.3 Linking Products or Institutions to Facilitate Movement from Informal to Formal Structures
Linkages between institutions in rural areas are difficult to develop in practice, even when incentives and goals are aligned. This may
mean that vertical integration of services or donor/governmental incentives are necessary to develop linkages.
ABB's license does not allow it to provide credit services to its clients. As a result, in order to meet the credit needs of its rural youth
clients, ABB considered linking them to local MFIs by facilitating introductions and allowing loan repayment through ABB accounts.
Since MFIs in Morocco cannot offer savings services and desire to reach more youth, a partnership appeared to offer a “win-win”
situation. Nonetheless, in reality, such partnerships were difcult to organize because the cost of the procedural changes needed to
effect cross-institution transfers exceeded the benets of better serving this market segment. In the end, linkages were developed
by inviting MFIs to attend ABB training sessions and encouraging youth MFI clients to attend trainings. Yet this resulted in only 474
TAG holders applying for loans by the end of the pilot. ABB is continuing to work on this issue with Silatech's support, but additional
donor support may be required due to the lack of strong business incentives to collaborate.

4.4 Using Technology to Lower Costs and Provide Youth with Alternative Forms of Finance
Technology can effectively extend FSP's rural outreach to youth by increasing efficiency.
ABB's introduction of the ATM card for youth was a technological advance with multiple benets. For youth, it was a desirable
product feature that enabled greater access to their money while giving them the prestige of using a debit card. It also allowed staff
to better manage questions and more complex transactions by moving many customers away from the queue to the ATM. This
helped ABB deliver better services at a lower cost.
Leveraging technology effectively to reach rural youth requires a clear understanding of what technologies youth use, and how they
are used.
Although it is growing, mobile app, computer and Internet usage among rural youth is still low. As a result, downloads of the ABB
mobile app, use of the budgeting calculator, and views of the online video clips have been limited. SMS may still be a better means
to reach Moroccan rural youth to provide account information and nancial education.

4.5 Designing Innovative Approaches for Scaling Products in Rural Environments
Success requires the right mix of product, proximity, and education.
For ABB, the TAG product has been a relative success – by the end of 2015, after only a year of operations, nearly 87,000 youth had
signed up for the account nationally. However, rural youth accounted for only 6,277 account holders, a relatively small percentage
considering that 64 percent of ABB's 1,800 branches are located in rural areas. Rural TAG account holders were also relatively well
off, considering their education and savings deposits records. Accordingly, scaling TAG will take further efforts among the multiple
dimensions of product improvements, proximity, and education. Regarding the product, while TAG is youth-inclusive, its minimum
balance requirements may still exclude poorer youth. For proximity, although ABB's large network of rural branches puts nancial
services within reach of youth, further investments in technology (agents and mobile banking) may be needed to bring account
access closer. Finally, the education component showed great promise, but efforts will need to be expanded to have signicant
results. With these further investments in product, proximity, and education, ABB may be able to scale up TAG to rural youth in the
future.
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5- CONCLUSION
The “Saving for Tomorrow” pilot provided a number of key learning for institutions that seek to serve rural youth with nancial
services. Key ndings include:
Ÿ Convenience and low fees drive adoption among price-sensitive rural youth – For lower-income and
Ÿ

Ÿ

Ÿ

Ÿ

more remote rural youth, the fee structure and accessibility of the product are critical elements.
Marketing should be specific to rural youth client segments – Rural youth are a distinct market
segment, and marketing campaigns should be adjusted for their needs and attitudes to increase
uptake.
Less may be more when it comes to non-financial services for rural youth – ABB's targeted, short
nancial education campaign was effective in increasing knowledge and changing behavior,
indicating that longer training sessions, common among many NGOs, may not be necessary or
desirable.
Linkages between institutions in rural areas are difficult to develop in practice, even when incentives
and goals are aligned – While ABB tried to link its TAG clients to microcredit, little progress was
made, suggesting that additional incentives or vertically integrated programs may be necessary.
Success requires the right mix of product, proximity, and education – ABB's pilot indicated that three
key elements to successfully serve youth include the right product in an accessible location and
backed by education that can spur demand. Further expansion of TAG into rural areas will require
investments in all three of these areas.

ABB will look to build upon this learning to deepen outreach to rural youth going forth, such that “Savings for Tomorrow” can be a
habit practiced by youth throughout Morocco.
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